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Editorial
IN miniature (previously
News & Views) is the official
magazine of IPMS New
South Wales.
Contributions are warmly
invited. All due care is taken
for material offered, however neither the editorial
staff nor IPMS New South
Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does not signify a guarantee that it will be published.
Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without written permission of the
copyright holders.
All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192

We have our usual mixture of something of interest for everyone in this issue, this issue having a diverse
mixture of material from 1939 through to 2005. There is a very mixed bag of articles (including another look
at large scale Naval modelling with a report from the next TF72 meeting from Mick Elst - yes they are all
1/72 scale working models). BTW those de Havilland Dove are obviously not RAAF but that was the easiest
place to slot the article into the index.
I would like to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos in this issue, in particular the following - Mick Elst, Clarke Cone, Dick Hourigan, Jim Grant, John Hopton, Mick Mirkovic, Alan
Yee, DOD, RAAF Museum & the AHMWA. Obviously I also am grateful to Matt Ward, Ley Reynolds and
High Planes Models and particularly Gary Byk from Red Roo for the review material. Don't forget that all
photos credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without written permission.
The club website also has further photos from the last 6 months taken by Gary Wickham at 'www.ipmsnsw.
org'. Also Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that one
should click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.

All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted
and cannot be reproduced without written permission
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Welcome to this, the 4th (and last) issue of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and 'Views') for Volume 19 (2005).
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Lodestar LT9-18 RNEIAF in Java, late 1941. This airframe was destroyed during the Broome air raid in March, 1942. Photo:
AHMWA P882119 via Mick Mirkovic.

By Steve Mackenzie

The Dutch, Royal Netherlands East Indies Air Force (RNEIAF) purchased a fairly large batch of airframes in 1941 for use as transports
in the N.E.I. These airframes (which should not be confused with LT931 to 935 which came later in 1943, and are covered in issue 19/1)
were given serials LT-907 to 925 inclusive. Note that earlier airframes
had a hyphen after the 'LT9' portion of the serial presentation, this
was later dispensed with.
Jongblad (Young or New Leaf), Oudblad (Old Leaf) and Aluminum

ing Commission for cash prior to the introduction of Lend Lease
which used commercial 'equivalents' to the RAF colours.
After the Japanese attacks on the N.E.I in Dec 1941 onwards, the
Dutch national insignia was changed to the Red/White/Blue flag type
to avoid recognition problems with the Japanese roundel which was
too similar in shape and colouring to the Orange triangle insignia at a
distance. Photos of Dutch Lodestars in this style of markings are relatively uncommon as they did not operate them thus marked for long
before the survivors were passed to the USAAF in Australia.

These airframes (and many other types that went to the RNEIAF)
were painted in a Dutch originated scheme of Jongblad / Oudblad upper surfaces and Aluminum lower surfaces. Jongblad was a dark
green colour while Oudblad was a slightly lighter olive drab colour. In
reality, the green was probably very similar to Medium Green. The
olive drab colour was most likely a little more green than US Olive
Drab. In some photos of airframes painted in these colours it is very
difficult to pick the upper surface demarcations due to the similarities
to each other.

The survivors of the original pre Dec 1941 batch of airframes used by
the RNEIAF (as listed in issue 19/1), were procured by the USAAF
around mid 1942 and operated initially by 21 TCS and 22 TCS
USAAF under the control of 5th AF. After these 2 units were converted to C-47s, sufficient quantities of which had by then arrived in
Australia, they passed to the control of ADAT and operated with radio
callsigns in the range VHCAA to VHCAK. They however seem to
have retained their unique Dutch colours till the survivors were
stripped to Nat Metal sometime in late 1943. See subsequent pages
in this issue for that part of the Lodestar story.

Many authors have quoted FS 34092 and FS 34088 (i.e U.S Medium
Green and Olive Drab) as matches for Jongblad and Oudblad respectively. Dana Bell however has confirmed that the colours used on
Lodestar (and other production for the Dutch) were sourced commercially from paint suppliers in the USA and are not MG/OD although
the tones are fairly similar. This is not surprising as these airframes
were purchased commercially by the Dutch and were not supplied
under Lend Lease. Thus they are painted in commercially sourced
colours, similar to the many types purchased by the British Purchas-

Upper surface pattern (shown on the next page). Courtesy of Dutch
decals Set #72002. It should be noted that while airframe LT923
above matches this pattern, the other airframe LT9-18 does not, the
pattern sloping in the opposite direction (and very similar to the pattern on the RAF, USAAF etc machines), and looks to be a mirror image of the above. Whether there were 2 patterns like early RAF practice or LT9-18 is just an anomaly I don't know.

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde Ex-Services Club
724 Victoria Road
Ryde NSW 2112

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040
visit our website at http//:www.ipms.org or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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Lockheed 18 Lodestar, RNEIAF serial LT9-18, Java, late 1941.
Jongblad (Young or New Leaf), Oudblad (Old Leaf) and Aluminum colour scheme. RNEIAF orange triangle style markings carried in six positions. White serial LT9-18. Heading photo P882119 refers.

RNEIAF Lodestar LT923 with the later style of Dutch national insignia, probably taken in Australia, early 1942. Photo: AHMWA photo #P931056 via Mick Mirkovic.

Lockheed 18 Lodestar, RNEIAF serial LT923, Australia, early 1942.
Jongblad (Young or New Leaf), Oudblad (Old Leaf) and Aluminum colour scheme. RNEIAF Red/White/Blue flag style markings carried in six
positions. White serial LT923. Photo P931056 above refers.
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Dutch Upper surface pattern. Courtesy of Dutch decals Set #72002.

WK$)86$$)/RGHVWDU$LUFUDIW
The USAAF (5th AF) in Australia acquired 11 survivors of the RNEIAF
batch of airframes (see issue 19/1 for a list of which ones) in Mar 1942.
The Dutch at that stage did not have sufficient trained personnel available to operate these airframes themselves (all their available facilities
were going into the setup of 18 Sqn), so passed them to the U.S in a
kind of reverse Lend Lease. These airframes were restrospectively
designated as the C-56B model with serials 42-68347 to 42-68357 inclusive allocated. They probably retained their Dutch color scheme, as
there is photographic evidence of the same airframes still being
painted as such in later ADAT service.
In addition there were at least 10 other C-60-LO airframes with serials
42-32166 to 42-32168 and 42-32172 to 42-32178 inclusive which were
from American assets. These appear from available photos to have

been painted in the same Dark Green/ Dark Earth with Sky Grey lower
surfaces as the airframes later received by the RAAF and Dutch in
1943. This is not surprising as they were originally ordered by the RAF
(with 'FKxxx' serials) and in early 1942 transferred to the USAAF, still
painted in the equivalents for the RAF Temperate scheme.
These 21+ airframes were issued to the 21 and 22 Troop Carrier
Squadrons and operated by them until replaced by C-47s in late 1942.
Photos are extremely scarce (I have never seen any in print), however I
managed to locate three photos in the AWM collection which are reproduced here. I know they are not the greatest but as they are virtually
unique, worth presenting here.
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At the end of 1942, the survivors of these USAAF airframes passed to
ADAT (Allied Directorate of Air Transport) control, where they were
mainly operated by civilian aircrews (from QANTAS, ANA, Guinea Airways etc), on internal communication routes within Australia and to and
from New Guinea. It must be remembered that most civil air routes had
been closed down when the war came to the Pacific, with the airframes
belonging to the civilian operators mostly being impressed by the
RAAF.
The ex Dutch airframes were given Radio Callsigns (these were not
civil registrations, although similar in format) in the range VHCAA to
VHCAK (note several airframes had been written off before going to
ADAT while in USAAF service. The ex USAAF airframes were given
Callsigns VHCEA to VHCEJ (all survived to go to ADAT except for
VHCEA w/o at Port Moresby on 03 Dec 1942 while still with the
USAAF). A detailed list is in issue 19/1.
Photo to Right and the two on
Lodestars taken at Wanigela in
see the two tone upper surface
presentation on the outer tail
029398 and 027423 via AWM.

the previous page are all of USAAF
Oct 1942. In the first photo one can
pattern and also the American serial
fin. Photos: RAAF Official 027395,

Lockheed C-60-LO Lodestar, USAAF serial 42-32166, 21 TCS, Wanigela, Oct 1942
Dark Green/ Dark Earth upper surfaces with Sky Grey lower surfaces (equivalents to RAF Temperate scheme). USAAF Blue/ White cocarde
markings carried in six positions. Grey serial, presented as 232166. AWM photos on this page refer. Note - the serial 42-32166 is a
'representative' one from the correct batch only, as the photos are not high resolution enough to read them

/RGHVWDU$LUFUDIWRSHUDWLQJZLWK$'$7

Lodestar VHCAA, it is believed at Port Moresby in 1943. This airframe was operated by QANTAS on behalf of ADAT, and carries their name on the nose cargo bay door. Photo: Internet (source unknown).
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As stated on the USAAF page, the surviving Lodestars in their service
were passed to ADAT control with Radio Callsigns in the ranges
VHCAA to CAK and VHCEA to CEJ, for the ex Dutch and US airframes respectively. They still however usually carried USAAF cocardes due to being officially American airframes.
The ex RNEIAF airframes were still initially in their Dutch originated
schemes of Jongblad / Oudblad upper surfaces and Aluminum lower
surfaces as shown by the photo above of VHCAA. As usual it is very
difficult to pick the upper surface demarcations due to the similarities
to each other. Later they were stripped to Nat Metal and operated in
that scheme.
The nine survivors of the USAAF owned C-60-LO airframes were also
passed to the use of ADAT, using call signs VHCEA to VHCEJ (note
VHCEA crashed in Dec 1942 before the handover). These were still in
their RAF originated scheme of the equivalents to Dark Green/ Dark
Earth and Sky Grey which they had worn in USAAF service. Once
again they wore this scheme while with ADAT till they were stripped to
Nat Metal, probably in late 1943. USAAF markings were worn and a
number of the airframes are known to have been 'named' (see issue
19/1 for details).

Close up of the nose of ADAT Lodestar VHCEF 'The Texas
Wrangler'. Photo: S.Mackenzie collection.

Lockheed C-56B Lodestar, ADAT Callsign VHCAA, Australia, 1943
Original Dutch colours of Jongblad (Young or New Leaf), Oudblad (Old Leaf) and Aluminum colour scheme still worn. USAAF Blue/White cocarde style markings carried in standard USAAF four positions. Light Grey callsign VHCAA. Small photo shows position of White 'Qantas' title
on a Red panel on the nose cargo bay door.

Lockheed C-60-LO Lodestar, ADAT Callsign VHCEF, 'The Texas Wrangler', Australia, 1943.
RAF originated scheme of the equivalents to Dark Green/ Dark Earth and Sky Grey which had been worn in USAAF service, but very faded
overall, with repainting around the call sign and on the engine cowling. Airframe is also very patchy and paintwork deteriorated in many places.
USAAF Blue/White cocarde style markings carried in standard USAAF four positions. Light Grey callsign VHCEF. Name on nose is also probably light Grey. Note also that the aerial mast on this airframe is different to most and slightly further forward. Photo P010876 refers.
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ADAT Lodestar VHCEF 'The Texas Wrangler' shown in a faded, much retouched RAF style Temperate scheme as drawn on
the previous page, probably taken in Australia, 1943. Photo: AHMWA photo #P010876 via Mick Mirkovic.

Lodestar VHCAC, while being operated by Guinea Airways in 1944 on behalf of ADAT, Note the 'Packmule' insignia on the
nose cargo bay door. Photo: AHMWA #P010231 via Mick Mirkovic.
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At some point in time (probably towards the end of 1943), the ADAT
airframes (not just Lodestars but other types also), were stripped of
their camouflage paint and operated in bare Nat Metal (the condition of
VHCEF on the previous page shows why....). On this scheme they
seem to have often carried U.S Army in Black under the wings (U.S to
Starboard, Army to Port, so it is read looking from the front), which was
not present on the camouflaged schemes (per available photos).
The two photos on the previous page and to right, plus the drawing are
of VHCAC which was operated by Guinea Airways on behalf of ADAT
(along with VHCEE and a number of Lockheed 14 transports, several of
which were their property). Photos in a Guinea Airways collection which
is online at the S.A State Library, show this airframe and a number of
the Lockheed 14s in the Nat Metal scheme, complete with 'Packmule'
insignia on the nose.
According to the Adastron Lockheed website, in 'Dec 1943 the CofA
was renewed at Parafield by GAL. Camouflage stripped and aircraft operated in bare metal with USAAF star'. At this stage the scheme was
basically the same as above but without the panel with the code W2104
which was added aft of cockpit windows later. On 20 Jan 1944, the aircraft force landed at Tennant Creek with hydraulic failure while en route
Adelaide to Batchelor incurring major damage. A number of photos of
the incident on the SA Library site shows that the W2104 was not carried at that time.

Guinea Airways 'Packmule'. Photo: S.Mackenzie collection.

originates is not known, but is as per the detailed photo above. The
item forward of the door seems to be a bunch of carrots (what better to
entice a mule/ donkey...) in Orange/ Green. The lettering 'Guinea Airways Ltd' is believed to be Black with a Golden outline (this being Company colours prewar). Exact colours of the 'Mule' is not known, but an
assumption of basically Brown with Black/ White detailing and carrying
The Guinea Airways Lodestars (and Lockheed 14s) are known to have a darker Grey or Brown pack would not be too far off.
carried (on at least some airframes) a 'Packmule' insignia. Where this

Lockheed C-56B Lodestar, ADAT Callsign VHCAC, Townsville, 1944.
Overall bare Nat Metal with small Black anti-glare panel. On this scheme it carried U.S Army in Black under the wings (U.S to Starboard, Army
to Port, so it is read looking from the front). USAAF Blue/White 'Star & Bar' style markings carried in standard USAAF four positions. Black callsign VHCAC on outer tail fins (note it is incorrectly presented with a 'dash' in it). 'W' (which seems to have indicated Guinea Airways) and '2104'
which is the original Lockheed MSN, carried in Yellow on a Black panel just behind the cockpit on both sides of the fuselage.

As previously noted there were a number of other Lodestars operated
by civil Airlines under ADAT control. Info on them is notoriously difficult
to find. One source was APMA Magazine issue 4-1989 which had drawings of VHCAA in both camouflage (see previous page) and bare Nat
Metal. Unfortunately there are no photos presented with the article so
we do not get to see the original source material that they worked with.

ours? In the absence of photographic evidence, it is difficult to see why
so many manhours and materials (paint stripper, thinners and new
paint), each of which were in relatively short supply in the war years,
would be spent stripping an aircraft and then re-painting it.
Having crashed in January 1943, and being badly bent, and further
damaged twice in wartime service, it is more likely that NT-907 had her
paintwork refurbished in the NMF question while undergoing major repairs and overhaul. This is supported by the fact that the APMA drawing
shows the NMF scheme as having 1944 style Blue/ White 'Stars and
Bars', thus it would appear that they have probably got the dates incorrect and that the NMF scheme relates to 1944.'

However a perusal of their drawings and the material presented here,
shows that they incorrectly interpreted the camouflaged scheme as
being in the colours of Dark Earth, Dark Green upper surfaces, with
either Sky Blue or Neutral Grey under surfaces. This is now known to
be wrong as this airframe was still in it's Dutch colours as per the previous page. The error is understandable however as not as much information was available as to the source of these airframes and the Dutch I can only say that I fully agree, and that the USAAF 'Star and Bar'
colour schemes back in 1989 as there is now.
style markings did not come in till late 1943/ early 1944. I have reproduced their drawing on the next page for those interested, but note that
Of greater interest however is the drawing which they did of VHCAA in it should be considered provisional until the photographic evidence
a Nat Metal scheme. I have not seen whatever photo they used as their comes to light. For instance, I strongly suspect that it may have actually
source but once again there are things that do not appear to be correct. carried the 'U.S Army' markings under the wings as per VHCAC, but
They claim that it was operated as such in 1942, THEN camouflaged as this was not on their drawing.
per the previous page. As Roger Lambert wrote in issue 19/1 of this
publication 'Now we know that LT-907 was delivered to the NEI, so why would the
aircraft be stripped of its NEI colours (Jongblad and Oudblad scheme)
to operate in NMF and then be re-camouflaged in RAF equivalent col-
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Lockheed C-60-LO Lodestar, USAAF serial 42-32166, 21 TCS, Wanigela, Oct 1942
Overall bare Nat Metal with small Black anti-glare panel. USAAF Blue/White 'Star & Bar' style markings carried in standard USAAF four positions. Black callsign VHCAA on outer tail fins (note it is incorrectly presented with a 'dash' in it). APMA issue 4-1989 refers.

Later Issues

References

Well that finalises our coverage of the Lodestar related material in Australia during WWII and RAAF service. In a later issue sometime I hope
to cover:

1) Photos presented with this article.

1) Postwar civil operators in Australia and region. Must draw the Gibbes Sepik Lodestar sometime.

3) Lodestar, The Lockheed File: www.adastron.com/lockheed/lodestar/
lodelist.htm

2) Coverage the Lodestars operated by the RAF in the Middle East. I
have a fair amount of such material on this subject for which very little
has ever appeared in print.

4) A67 Lockheed Ventura C-60, ADF Serials: www.adf-serials.
com/2a67.shtml

2) APMA issue 4-1989 P.17

Final Note
3) Coverage of Kiwi Lodestars with the RNZAF, for which Mick has
sent me a fair amount of material.
4) Lodestars with other operators such as the SAAF, Free French,
USAAF (other than locally), Brazilian etc.

Photos used in this series come from the following sources - Dick
Hourigan, AHMWA via Mick Mirkovic, RAAF Museum, RAAF Official &
the AWM collection. Photos from the AWM collection are used in accordance with the conditions listed on their website.

$UPRXUHG7UXFNVDW%LU+DNHLP
By Ley Reynolds
13th Demi-Brigade Legion Etranger
When the Germans invaded Norway in 1940, the Allie's response was
to send troops to the northern part of the coutry around Narvik. One of
the units was the French 13th Demi-Brigade Legion Etranger, an under
strength brigade of about 1300 men. With the failure of the Allied intervention, the 13th DBLE returned to Britain and was still there when
France signed the Armistice on 26 June 1940, to a man electing to fight
on with General De Gaulle.

Armament was a cannon and co-axial machine gun (probably 37mm
cannon and 7.5mm machine gun) from ex Vichy french stocks in Syria.
Less likely would be 2 pdr/ 0.303 in British weapons. There was also a
pintle mount for A/A defence (French FM 24/29 or British Bren). The
vehicles were finished overall in a light shade - one assumes a Yellow
or light Brown - and carried a Green over Red pennant on the aerial in
the rear right hand corner of the box.

Models
After serving in Eritrea and Syria, the unit was posted to Bir Hakeim as
part of General Koenig's 1st Free French Brigade in early 1942, where
it's 3rd Battalion provided a motorised company equipped with Universal Carriers and a small number of 'home-built' armoured trucks during
the epic siege and eventual break out.

Chevrolet/Ford Armoured Trucks
These vehicles were apparently constructed by base workshops in
Syria (less likely Egypt) on commercial chassis of at least two types
Chevrolet and Ford. The cab was provided with a hinged armoured visor and the door windows may have been replaced with sheet steel
which could be lowered in the same manner as the glass.
An armoured 'box' was mounted at the rear having three rifle slots with
internal sliding covers on each side. Presumedly seats, rifle racks and
lockers were fitted internally. At least two of the vehicles were fitted with
a turret in the rear box (presumedly fixed to brackets/ shelf as there
appears to be access on either side of the turret), plus some form of
firing step.
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As shown in the accompaying drawings, any 1930s vintage truck chassis with a suitably shaped bonnet/cab can be used as the basis for this
conversion, the LRDG chevrolet in 1/76 and 1/35 springs to mind. There
are also no doubt suitable kits in the extensive AMT range of cars/ light
trucks. The rest of the conversion can be fabricated from plasticard/
plastic rod.
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By Clarke Cone
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their performance
characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV modellers would be
well aware, many of these vehicles have been on outside display at the
Ground's museum for many years, this being the source for measurement of many of them as reference for kits that have been released
over the years.

Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to access
these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post them as
reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with appropriate photo
credits being acknowledged.
All of these photos are the copyright of Clark Cone of North Carolina,
USA and may not be sold or distributed without his written authorisation.

This tank was first accepted for service in March, 1940, with a produc- The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one half
tion rate of 22 per month. Although the M 13/40 was designated as a divided into 6" and 1" segments.
medium tank, it was more in step with a light tank. There are several
kits of this type in 1/35 and 1/72 scales in variously Injected Plastic, References:
Resin or metal form.
1) http://www.wwiivehicles.com/italy/tanks_medium/m13_40_m14_41.
html
2) http://www.comandosupremo.com/CarroM1340.html
3) http://tanxheaven.com/rob/m13-40/m13-40.htm - A walkaround of
another example at the Bovington Tank Museum in the U.K. Has a lot of
extreme close ups of various parts and compliments this one very well.
4) http://www.redbrick.dcu.ie/~montoya/gallery/index.php?dir=./FHwork/
m13-40 - yes folks it is a computer generated 3D model. Incredible
work.
The vehicle in the pictures has been obviously repainted over the years 5) http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Quarters/1975/g_itawna.htm.
(probably to combat corrosion) and is not in it's original colours.
A total of 3 battalions were deployed into Libya in October 1940, most
of which were destroyed with the British counter offensive. The M13/40
never achieved significant numbers until the end of the African campaign, but it did not take long before this tank and other armored Italian
vehicles to be outclassed by Allied armor, and eventual evolutions of
this tank, M14/41 and M15/42's, did little to help. - per
'commandosupremo' below.
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by Roger Lambert
John Hopton has just sent me up the attached image taken at Fisher- one question remains about this unique Beaufighter - the $64K quesman's Bend. It makes very interesting viewing and is a shot that I'd not tion - what colour is that thin ring around the SWPA style roundel on LX
previously seen before. An overall white Beaufighter X on RAAF charge. 815? I have absolutely no idea. Given the airframe is white, a guesstimate (I know, I'm not supposed to do that) would be Trainer Yellow.
In front, the one-off all-Australian Wright-engined Beaufighter. Now The only reason that I say that is that there was a similar but much
there's a modelling subject if I ever saw one, and not too difficult either. broader marking on the Curtiss Shrike evaluated but rejected by the
As you'd be aware, this was a conversion of Beaufighter Mk IC, A19-2 RAAF. To date, I've found no official paperwork that even mentions
(former T4921). But that's not the oddity.
such a marking on any RAAF aircraft.
The overall shot is interesting array of aircraft at Fisherman's Bend.
The Beaufighter immediately behind the Wright-engined version is the
one that had me intrigued. Whereas the Mk 21 over on the left appears
to have the late war overall Foliage Green camouflage, I couldn't quite
determine what finish was on the lighter coloured Beaufighter to the
right. To my eye it certainly doesn't appear to be natural metal by comparison with the Wright aircraft (which is).
If it were in some sort of primer, why would the roundels and fin stripe
have been applied before the finishing coat, presumably of Foliage
Green in keeping with the other machine. Could this aircraft be finished
in overall Trainer Yellow? In all aspects, it seems to be a Mk 21 but
there doesn't appear to be the tell-tale 'hump' covering the Sperry autopilot.
I couldn't quite make out the serial in the printed copy of the photo.
John confirmed that it is LX 815, allocated A19-218 which was not initially taken up. This Beaufighter was not a Mk 21 but in fact a Mk X and
was actually painted overall white and was used as a 'hack' at Fisherman's Bend until formally taken on charge on 20 Aug 45. It then formally became A19-218 and was the last UK-built example on RAAF
strength.
An all-white Beaufighter. Now there's one I definitely have to build. But
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Now, did you not spot the prototype Beaufreighter A9-201 in front-on
view? The aircraft behind the Foliage Green Mk 21. What drew my attention to it were the natural metal propellers and what appeared to be
an overall natural metal finish. I didn't pick it as the prototype Beaufreighter A9-201. A second look reveals the bulged belly of the prototype that wasn't carried onto the production aircraft.

,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF&ROOHFWLRQRI$ODQ<HH
One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large collection of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II.
Many of these photos are from an era from which few good illustrations
turn up in print in the usual sources.

by Alan Yee

Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that he
had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of much of
his collection and has agreed to this publication using a selection of his
images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will select some for
use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a random theme
as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular airframe or
type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround of a particular airframe.
On this occasion I have put together a spread of photos of several
Mustang survivors, most being of the well known A68-118 (VH-AGJ).
(Steve - Editor).

The well known A68-118 VH-AGJ, in the scheme which it has
carried for many years. Owned by Jeff Trappett.
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First Photo – A68-107 VH-AUB. This is the machine that used to be in the overall Red scheme with White regos (see Red Roo Decals AW72002 and AW48002), but is now in this Silver Doped scheme as per the newly released sets AW72003 and AW48003
(see the review pages).
The second airframe above is A68-104 VH-BOB, another well known survivor.
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Below – B & W shot of A68-118

0RGHOLQJ861860&:HDSRQ7KHUPDO$EODWLYH&RDWLQJV

By Gary Wickham
Since the Vietnam war US Navy (USN) and US Marine
Corp (USMC) GP bombs are distinguished by a thick ablative fire-retardant coating, which is designed to delay
any potential accidental explosion in the event of a shipboard fire.
Land-based air forces typically do not use such coatings,
largely because they add some 30 lb (14 kg) to the weight
of the complete weapon. (Source: Wikipedia)
I'm always looking for ways to make my models that little
bit more interesting, and it seemed that something as
noticeable as the ablative coating shouldn't be that hard
to reproduce. I never really tried to tackle it until I started
my AV-8B Harrier. Around that time I was speaking to a
friend at our local IPMS club and he was showing me how
he applied a non-slip finish to his armour models. Figuring
that the technique could be adopted for my purpose, I
decided to give it a go. Thanks Mark :)
They say a picture is worth a thousand words, so lets get
into it.
Figure 1 – The first step is to mask off those parts of the
weapon that should not have the ablative coating applied.
Here I am using a GBU-16 from the Hasegawa Weapons
set. In this case I had already painted the tail fins which is
why they have been completely masked off using Gunze
Mr Masking Sol neo.
Take your time in this step as having a sharp edge to the
ablative coat helps ensure a realistic result.
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Figure 2 - The coating itself is made by mixing a
liquid styrene cement (in my case Testors) with a modeling putty (here I have used Squadron Green Putty). I
have not experimented with other combinations of
putty and glue, but assume it should work the same. If
you give it a go, let me know how it works.

Figure 3 - Now for the messy part. Squeeze a decent
amount putty onto a clean surface (I am using a ceramic tile). Slowly add in small portions of the liquid
glue and mix it into the putty with a toothpick. Once
you get a consistency that is about that of honey, start
applying it to the body of the bomb using the toothpick.

Figure 4 - One thing I found was that this goop dries
pretty fast, so you probably only have a couple of minutes to move the mix around once it hits the model. By
the time I had finished applying an even coat to this
1/48 1000lb bomb which is about 1" (2.5cm) long, the
first sections were starting to set. The morale here is,
don't muck around. Get it on and use the time to
smooth it out and get it looking the way you want. If
the phone rings in the middle of this exercise, ignore
it !!

20
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Figure 5 - At this point the goop has started to seriously set and grip the model. Having glue mixed with
putty makes this stuff stick pretty well. Resist the
temptation to try and fix any uneven bits at this stage
as you'll only make a bigger mess. Once the coating
dries you can even it out some by sanding it.

Figure 6 - Give the putty/glue mix overnight to dry
properly. Next I applied a primer coat to see how it
looks. Now is the time to sand any high points. Once I
was happy with the finish I applied an Olive Drab coat.
Now you can see why I painted the tail fins first :)

Figure 7 - Next step is to remove the tape from the
tail fins. Be careful here. Don't just rip off the tape as it
will bring off parts of the coating. This is because the
coating is brittle when dry. To avoid this, you will need
to use a sharp blade to trace the edge of the tape. This
will separate the coating that is applied to the model
and the coating that is on the masking tape.

Figure 8 - All going well, you can now continue to
paint, decal and weather your bomb as normal (see
main heading photo for the final result).

I think you'll agree this is a pretty easy method for
simulating this distinctive feature of modern USN /
USMC aircraft.
Good Modeling !
All content copyright Gary Wickham 2004
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(DVW&RDVW$LU'HIHQFH([HUFLVH (&$'(; 
By Steve Mackenzie
The East Coast Air Defence Exercise (ECADEX 05) is an important
training activity for the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF). ECADEX 05
ran from Wednesday 26 October to Wednesday 9 November and was
a vital training exercise for Air Force personnel in order to maintain
operational capacity and to practice key defence skills.
The exercise also provided an opportunity for Air Force personnel to
practise their skills at maintaining the integrity of Australian air space
and protecting vital infrastructure, such as a shipping port or an airfield.
The majority of the aircraft assets and personnel operated out of their
home bases at RAAF Williamtown (NSW) and RAAF Amberley (QLD)
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for the duration of the exercise.
Or so it said in the blurb on the official site for the excercise at
<BR>http://www.defence.gov.au/ecadex/default.htm. Anyway hopefully
someone will find these of interest. If you wish to see the original captions or download the large size images, go to the above web address
and follow the link to the images pages.
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GH+DYLOODQG'+ 'RYH LQORFDOVHUYLFH

By Steve Mackenzie
de Havilland DH 104 Dove, VH-CJY of Altair, landing at Narrogin, 1970s. Origin of the No.32 on the tail is not known. Photo: AHMWA P001712 via Mick Mirkovic.
The de Havilland DH.104 'Dove' (hereafter referred to as the 'Dove' for
brevity), was a popular type in the 1950/60s for what would these days
by known as 'feeder services', although admittedly when they first went
into service, even 'first rank' types did not have that substantionally a
greater capacity. Quite a few flew in Australia (in the region of 50 odd).
As I had a base drawing prepared for a later project, Mick Mirkovic was
kind enough to dig out some photos for us, mainly of WA and NT based
airframes.
All Dove Mk.1 series were basically the same (minor differences in the
Gypsy Queen engines in the various sub-marks are not noticable externally). The main differences that should be noted by the modeler being in
the exact shape of the cockpit enclosure and windows, the bulge above
the cockpit including the wierd D.F loop housing and aerial attachment
fairing and the position and size of various aerials and collision beacons.
These seem to differ between every airframe. Note the photos and draw-

ings carefully.

Altair
Altair acquired two ex RNZAF Doves (NZ1814 and NZ1818) and operated them as VH-CJX and VH-CJY respectively. VH-CJX was registered
to them in May 1972 and WFS June 1974. VH-CJY was registered Oct
1972 and passed to Amalgamated Air later being WFS in 1976. They
operated in two colour schemes - a very attractive Blue and White one
which seems to have come first, and later another where a Caramel
Brownish colour replaced the Blue which in my opinion is not as nice.

Two photos of de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, VH-CJY of Altair, at Jandakot Dec 1972 in the Blue/ White scheme. Photos:
AHMWA # P162886 & P946621 via Mick Mirkovic.
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de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, Const No 04404, VH-CJY, Altair, Jandakot, Dec 1972.
This scheme is basically gloss White with Dark Blue trim outlining the windows, and on the nose, anti-glare panel, engine cowlings and across
the tail fin. These Blue areas are outlined with fine Red pin striping. The 'Altair' logos are Red (either side of fuselage), Regos VH-CJY are in

de Havilland DH 104 Dove, VH-CJX of Altair, at Jandakot, Mar 1979. Photo: AHMWA P946538 via Mick Mirkovic.
As noted previously the Altair colour scheme seems to have been changed later to one where a Caramel like colour replaced the Blue and the
style of pin striping was also altered, thicker Black lines replacing most of the Red ones. The above photo shows VH-CJX in this scheme.
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de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, Const No 04397, VH-CJX, Altair, Jandakot, Mar 1979.
Basically gloss White with Caramel like trim outlining the windows, and on the nose, engine cowlings and across the tail fin. These Caramel areas are outlined with thicker Black lines with fine Red pin striping above the windows only. The 'Altair' logos are Red (either side of fuselage), Regos VH-CJX are in Black. Note that the D.F loop housing and aerial attachment point above the cockpit are clear plexiglass on this airframe. Also
that the slanted aerial above the fuselage has been mounted more forward, on the rear of the cockpit fairing but apparently to starboard.

Two more photos of de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1, VH-CJX formerly of Altair, at Jandakot, Mar 1979 in the Caramel/ White
scheme. Photos: AHMWA # P946560 & P012392 via Mick Mirkovic.
The other airframe VH-CJY was also repainted from the Blue/ White
scheme to the 'Caramel' version at one stage. The Blue areas were
repainted Caramel Brown but on this airframe the available photos
show the Red pin striping being retained in full at the time. Note however in the photos below, that they have modified the shape of the trim
areas ahead of the tailplanes to take up a scalloped shape rather than
the straight lines terminating in a point that was previously used. Also

there is no separate anti-glare panel forward of the cockpit anymore,
the whole nose being painted Brown.
I have not drawn this scheme as the colours, aerial arrangements etc
are evident from the other photos below.

Two photos of de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, VH-CJY formerly of Altair, Jandakot 18 Feb 1981 in the Caramel/ White scheme.
Photos: AHMWA # P013614 & P014121 via Mick Mirkovic.
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de Havilland DH.104 Dove, VH-MMP 'RMA Pallinup' of MMA, undergoing an undercarriage check circa 1957. Photo: AHMWA #
P880883 via Mick Mirkovic.
MacRobertson Miller Airlines
MacRobertson Miller Airlines (MMA) - affectionately known as
"Mickey Mouse Airlines" in the west, acquired three Doves from Air-

lines of WA (VH-AWA, AWD and AWF) and operated them as VHMMN, VH-MMO and VH-MMP respectively in Nov 1955. VH-MMO
and VH-MMP were sold in 1959, but the other VH-MMN was retained
till 1968 and used on Air Charter work. MMA used a number of colour
schemes on their three Doves over the years.
Two are illustrated here, another one or two
will be in the next issue. VH-MMP was photographed in 1957 in the scheme above where
most of the fuselage is polished NMF, with a
gloss White upper fuselage and a colored strip
(believed Red) encompassing the windows
and upper nose.

The other photo of de Havilland DH.104
Dove, VH-MMP 'RMA Pallinup' of MMA,
probably taken at the same time circa
1957. Photo: AHMWA # P880894 via
Mick Mirkovic.

de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, Const No 04119, VH-MMP, 'RMA Pallinup', MacRobertson Miller Airlines, circa 1957.
This scheme is polished NMF, with a gloss White upper fuselage and a colored strip (believed Red) encompassing the windows and upper nose.
The 'MacRobertson Miller Airlines' logos are Black with each first letter of the name in Red (either side of fuselage), Regos VH-MMP are in Black,
as is the name 'RMA Pallinup' (both sides), and anti-glare panel. Note the whip aerial, sited on the starboard side of the cockpit fairing, which is
very hard to see in the photos.
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de Havilland DH.104 Dove, VH-MMN 'RMA Nullagine' of MMA. Photo: AHMWA photo #MMA840VH-MMN via Mick Mirkovic.

As noted on the previous page, one airframe VH-MMN was retained by
MMA after the other two Doves were disposed of in 1959, and used for
Air Charter work until 1968. During this period it gained a new colour
scheme of a polished NMF fuselage and wings, with a gloss White upper fuselage and a thin Red pin stripe separating the two. MMA titles on
the fuselage and vertical tail were in Red (confirmed by another colour
photo in Fred Niven's Ansett CD - see review section) and 'Air Charter'
lettering in Black. This airframe was named 'RMA Nullagine' but it was
only carried to Port at this stage.
There are a couple more variations for MMA colour schemes which I
will present next issue, including one for the third airframe VH-MMO
"RMA Ord'.

de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, Const No 04104, VH-MMN, 'RMA Nullagine', MacRobertson Miller Airlines, circa 1960s.
This scheme is polished NMF, with a gloss White upper fuselage and a Red pin stripe separating the two. MMA titles on the fuselage and vertical
tail were in Red and 'Air Charter' lettering in Black. Regos VH-MMN are in Black, as is the name 'RMA Nullagine' (only carried to Port at this
stage), and anti-glare panel. Note the whip aerial, sited on the starboard side of the cockpit fairing again.
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Two more photos of de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, VH-MMN of MMA, in the 'Air Charter' scheme sometime in the 1960s.
Photos: AHMWA # MMA209AVH-MMNcolour & MMA839VH-MMN via Mick Mirkovic.
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Ex Mandated Airlines de Havilland DH.104 Dove, VH-MAL 'Rai', at the Queensland Air Museum on Jan 03 1993. Photo: AHMWA
# P015749 via Mick Mirkovic.
Mandated Airlines (MAL)
Mandated Airlines (MAL) from New Guinea acquired Dove VP-KEJ
from East African Airways Corp in June 1951 and had it re-registered
as VH-MAL 'Rai' (due to being administered by Australia until 1975
independence, New Guinea used 'VH' registrations at that time). It
was sold to Airlines of WA in Mar 1954 where it became VH-AWE. I
have limited info on the colour schemes used by MAL on their 2
Doves (other one being VH-MAB 'Talio') but do know that both were
originally in a modified East African Airways scheme (details of the
EAA scheme will appear in these pages on a later occasion). Both
later appeared in the scheme shown here with only a slight difference
in the shape of the White panel on the upper fuselage.
All the photos of MAL as displayed at QAM that I have seen (2 here
plus others) are very misleading. They appear to show the airframe as

being in overall White with the Blue etc trim. This however is just a
trick of the lighting. The couple of B/W photos that I have seen confirm that it is actually mostly Nat Metal with the White panel as drawn.
This can be discerned in the colour photos once you know, when you
examine them closely enough.
When on delivery in 1989 as per the photo next page, there were a
couple of small differences. The cockpit roof had the Aerial fairing
thingamajig fitted and the name 'Rai' was smaller. Photos of VH-MAB
in service confirms that it looked basically the same as the 1989
photo of MAL, so these items have probably been changed during the
time at QAM and not representative of it's original service. This airframe (VH-MAL) had a long service life with many operators (see the
QAM page at 'http://www.qam.com.au/aircraft/dove/VH-MAL.htm' for
details) and will turn up again later in more guises.

de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, Const No 04120, VH-MAL, 'Rai', as displayed at QAM from 1993.
This scheme is polished NMF, with a gloss White upper fuselage panel which contains the Mandated Airlines logos in Black (either side of fuselage). There is Dark Blue trim encompassing the windows, continuing as a 'Lightning Bolt' shape on the nose, and on each engine cowling. These
Blue areas have Red pin stripe outlines. The rudder is the same Blue colour with 4 White stripes. Regos VH-MAL are in Black, as is the anti-glare
panel. The name 'Rai' is White (both sides).
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Two more photos of ex Mandated Airlines de Havilland DH.104 Dove, VH-MAL 'Rai. Left: MAL at QAM again. Photo:AHMWA
# P162761 via Mick Mirkovic. Right: MAL at Brisbane airport on it's way to QAM in 1989.
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de Havilland DH.104 Dove, VH-DHD of Rudge Air, Richmond 1988. Photo: AHMWA photo # P920213 via Mick Mirkovic.

de Havilland DH 104 Dove 5, Const No 04104, VH-DHD, Rudge Air, Bi-Centennial Airshow, Richmond 1988
This scheme is polished NMF, with a Light Grey lower fuselage and horizontal tail planes. It is possible that the lower surfaces of the wings are
also Light Grey but this cannot be discerned whether it is such in the photo. Very simple Dark Blue stripe running the full length of the fuselage,
passing through the Regos VH-DHD which are in the same colour. Black anti-glare panel. Clear plexiglass cockpit roof and aerial attachment
mount. Aerial above the fuselage is White.

Rudge Air - VH-DHD

Transportes Aeros de Timor

As mentioned previously, a number of de Havilland Doves had long
lives and multiple registrations under different owners. This is another
example, being the same airframe as VH-MMN when under MMA
ownership as per page 2. After having been owned by the NT Department of Health, then some company called Ized P/L (sounds like a
Holding Company), it was sold to E.M Rudge (Rudge Air) in 1987 and
registered as VH-DHD. It is seen above at the Bi-Centennial Airshow,
Richmond in 1988.

Transportes Aeros de Timor from Portuguese East Timor acquired at
least two Doves which were operated as CR-TAG 'Manatatu' and CRTAH. The colour scheme used was polished NMF, with a gloss White
upper fuselage and Red trim encompassing the windows and continuing down to the nose. The Transportes Aeros de Timor logo was
also carried both sides of the tail surfaces. I have drawn the second
airframe CR-TAH because I had a good reference photo for it. The
scheme on CR-TAG is identical per the photo via Mick apart from the
rego and name on the nose.
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Ex Transportes Aeros de Timor de Havilland DH.104 Dove, CR-TAG, at the Darwin Aviation Museum. Photo: AHMWA #
P010965 via Mick Mirkovic.

de Havilland DH 104 Dove, CR-TAH, Transportes Aeros de Timor, 1950s.
This scheme is polished NMF, with a gloss White upper fuselage. There is Red trim encompassing the windows, continuing down onto the nose,
and on each engine cowling and spinner. Transportes Aeros de Timor titles are in Black either side of the fuselage. Regos CR-TAH are in Medium Blue, and the anti-glare panel is Black. Transportes Aeros de Timor logos both sides of the tail fins as shown.

Modelling
So you have been enthused by the site of all these sexy Doves and
wish to model one. Well not surprisingly there ARE a few options
open to you:

to make any Dove version (including the late models with different
engines and enlarged cockpit enclosure). Drawbacks - probably a bit
rough around the edges going by their reputation, very expensive at
the time and not sure if it is still available.

Interiors
1) Convert a de Havilland DH.114 Heron (the bigger, 4 engined offspring of the Dove) from the Airfix 1/72 kit back to the smaller Dove.
The details of this have been given in the modelling press in years
gone by. Only problems are that the Airfix Heron kits are collectors
items at the moment, with prices to match and it entails quite a lot of
work.
2) There was at one time a 1/72 vacform of the Dove by Rareplanes.
I have not seen one, but have no doubt that it is probably very nice
like all their kits. Drawbacks - pretty hard to obtain these days, although the price would probably be fairly reasonable if you ran across
one second hand at a swap show etc. And it is that dreaded word
'vacform' which some people hate.
3) In 1998 Magna Models released a full resin kit which allowed one
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Some interior detail photos to assist those who are looking to detail a
de Havilland DH.104 Dove model are on the next page. These were
probably all taken at the same time of one of the MMA fleet.

Editor's Notes - This represents about 60% of the Dove material
that Mick sent me at the time. I will be continuing this Dove article
next issue with some more historical details and colour scheme drawings from the Photos that he sent me and from other sources. Thanks
greatly to Mick and the AHMWA for their assistance with this article.
Copies of any of the AHMWA photos can be ordered from the Museum by writing to their address as given on the AHMWA photo page
for information on sizes available and prices etc. Quote the above 'P'

Two photos of the cockpit of de Havilland DH.104 Dove, VH-MMN 'RMA Nullagine' of MMA. Photos: AHMWA # P943552 &
P943556 via Mick Mirkovic.

And similarly the cabin interior of de Havilland DH.104 Dove, VH-MMN 'RMA Nullagine' of MMA. Photos: AHMWA # P943557 &
P943612 via Mick Mirkovic.

/XIWZDIIH$QWL3DUWLVDQ2SHUDWLRQV5H

by Ley Reynolds
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One of the unexpected consequences following the Wehrmacht's capture of large areas of Eastern and Southern Europe was the emergence
of often sizeable partisan bands, especially in areas of marsh, forest or
mountains. These forces played havoc with German supply lines and,
as the war situation worsened for the Axis, proved more than a match
for the motley collection of German police battalions, second-line army
divisions (composed of men over 45, volksdeutsche and Soviet POW's/
deserters) and quisling units deployed against them. This, in turn, resulted in the increased use of aircraft for close support of the latter
forces.
In Southern Europe the Luftwaffe units involved were initially partly or
completely equipped with Italian aircraft seized after the Armistice of
September 1943 - Geschwader Bongart (France), Nachtschlachtgruppe
9 (Italy) and Nachtschlachtgruppe 7 (Balkans).

The Models
My aim was to build a representative collection of these aircraft in 1/72
scale using reasonably priced, readily available kits not necessarily the
latest state-of-the-art offering plus masses of resin/photo-etched accessories rather then a series of competition standard models. To this end,
modifications to the kits were kept to the minimum.

Reggiane RE 2002
Some 60 Re 2002's were seized by the Luftwaffe and the majority issued to Geschwader Bongart, This unit named after it's Commander,
was formed from several target-towing staffeln in the south of France
and operated against the Marquis from April to Sept 1944 around Limoges. In the early 1970s the fuselage of one Re 2002 formed part of a
memorial to the Marquisards in the area.
This Supermodel Kit has been around for about 30 years, hut the components are still flash-free with external detailing a mixture of fine raised
lines and engraved control surfaces. Internals are confined to an unrealistic seat, floor and control column. As far as I could ascertain, the kit
is reasonably accurate in overall dimensions and shapes, although my
references for this aircraft arc not extensive.
Construction was quite straightforward. I decided to 'live-with' the internals, so after these were assembled onto the floor the unit was installed
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in one fuselage half, the whole sprayed a grey-green shade and seat
belts added from masking tape. As it turned out little can be seen
through The rather thick canopy!
Assembly of the main components was easy and the fit of parts generally good. A little filler was required at the wing-roots and underside
wing/fuselage joint while some trimming/ adjustment was needed where
the cowl/front fuselage section joins the remainder of the fuselage (this
is brought about by the fact that the Supermodel Re 2000 and Re 2001
kits use the same aft fuselage mouldings). All that remained was to
clean up the undercarriage, exhausts, propeller and bomb/release arm
and fit them after painting.
This last step caused me some problems. Re 2002's are generally described as being finished in a scheme of Verde Oliva Scuro 2 over
Grigio Azzuro Chiaro I (which roughly translates as dark olive green
over light blue-grey) but I had no further details when I built this model.
Undaunted, I mixed a dark green and light blue-grey using Humbrol colours and went ahead. As the photo shows the green which looked good
in the tin, turned out too light. I have since learned that VOS2 is variously reported as somewhat like RLM 70 Schwarzgrun or FS 595B
#34086 and GAC1 close to FS 595B #36076. The yellow fuselage band
was painted by hand in an attempt to replicate the rough example on
the real aircraft. It is possible that the undersides of the wing tips were
also Yellow, although this is not clear in my references. The markings
came from my spares collection, with some judicious hand painting to
obtain the factory codes . Some were quite old which may be the cause
of the severe 'silvering' of those forward of the fuselage cross.
This, then, was the first model in my collection - not a great success
but a start.

Illustrations
1) Re2002 - Verde Olivia Scuro 2/ Grigio Azzuro Chiaro (Dark Olive
Green/ Light Blue Grey). Yellow fuselage band, White outlined Red or
Blue '2', Black 'BN+YB'.
2) Re2002 - Verde Olivia Scuro 2/ Grigio Azzuro Chiaro (Dark Olive
Green/ Light Blue Grey). Yellow '7' and fuselage band.

*XLGHOLQHVRQ3UHSDULQJIRU&RPSHWLWLRQ
By Gary Wickham

Overview

photo etch after market sets you have used.

If you are serious about wanting to do well in competition, then it's
important that you take some time and effort in preparing your submission. Obviously the most important element of any competition
entry is the model itself. However, do not under-estimate the value of
well prepared construction and painting notes and the supply of suitable reference material.

Model Preparation

.These guidelines are taken from my personal experience in entering
competitions over the years and are therefore based on trial and error.

It may sound obvious, but clean your model. Nothing detracts more
from a well built model than dust and fingerprints.

Modeler Notes – Below is the standard layout of the form used for
listing the above points in IPMS (NSW)

Construction Notes
When you intend to enter a model in competition, as you progress in
the construction, painting and finishing of your model you should write
down some notes.
The purpose of these notes are to briefly explain to the judges:

General Notes:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

* A little about the topic you have chosen to model,
* Any extra work you have done to the model (scratchbuilding, detailing etc),
* Any errors in the kit or the supplied instructions (either construction
or painting instructions) you have found and potentially corrected and

After Market Additions (eg resin or photo etch sets):
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

* Any reference material you have used along the way.
The importance of these notes to the judges is derived from the fact
that they are the only way the judges have of determining why you did
what you did.
One method for making such notes, is to use a red pen and write
directly on the kit instruction sheet. This way the comments stand out
and the judges can easily see where the corrections etc relate to the
model.
Remember that the judges do not necessarily know how much extra
effort you put into your model. If you have done additional work (like
detailing cockpits, wheel wells etc), then mention this in your notes or
even better still, include some in-progress photos. That way the
judges can better evaluate the true amount of effort you have put in
and your score will reflect this.

Improvements/Modifications:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Paints Used:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Reference Material
Models entered in competition are judged against the reference material provided. For out-of-the-box models, this will typically be just the
kit instructions and painting guide.
As you advance in your modeling efforts you will begin to enhance
the base kit with your own scratchbuilt or aftermarket corrections/
conversions. Once this happens, you start to deviate (in some cases
substantially) from the kit manufacturers instructions. At this point it is
critical that you provide reference material that supports the work you
have done. As an example, if your research has shown that the kit or
decal sheet paint scheme is incorrect, include reference material (eg
photos) that support your corrections.

References Used (eg websites, books or magazines):
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

A common mistake made by modelers is to provide too much reference material. Put yourself in the judges' shoes for a minute and then
decide if you really should bring along those 5 books!! As a rough
guide you should provide a single source of reference (ie one book or
magazine) with each model. Anything more is unlikely to be read by
the judges anyway.
Remember, regardless of what else you provide as reference, you
should always supply the instruction sheet from the kit and any resin/
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF/LEUDU\RIWKH
$YLDWLRQ+HULWDJH0XVHXPRI:$ 
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

P015743 - CAC/KSA KS-3 Cropmaster VH-AJH.
P015744 - CAC/KSA KS-3 Cropmaster VH-AJH.
Scheme – Red & white fuselage. Black engine cowl, anti glare
panel and striping.

P162768 - De Havilland DH 84 Dragon VH-AML under restoration at Jandakot, W.A, in March 1973.

P162771 - Restored East West Airlines' 1st Avro Anson 1,
VH-ASM 'Hinkler' at Tamworth Airport, 23 June 1987.
P162820 - Grumman G.21 Goose ZK-ENY of Canterbury
Planes at Hamilton NZ, 14 Jan 1989.
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P162852 - Avro Anson 1, VH-BAF at Essendon, 5th Feb 1983.

P162872 - Victa 210 Aircruiser VH-MVR at Mangalore, 2 Apr 1983.

P162877 - RDFS (WA) Beech 95-A55 Baron VH-FDK
over Eastern Goldfields region of WA, Dec 1963.

P162884 - Miles M-65 Gemini 1A VH-GBB at Maylands, circa 1959.

P162885 - Short S.16/1 Scion VH-UTV at Maylands, circa 1957.
P162890 - De Havilland DH 84 Dragon VH-AML at Carnarvon Airfield, W.A, 11 Oct 1984.
P162900 - AHM of WA's de Havilland DH 94 Moth Minor VH-THT
at Maylands after overhaul by Doggetts Aviation, circa 1959.
Editor's Notes - In this issue I have gathered together a group of
postwar colour slides of civil machines as a theme on this page.
Captions are based on the ones held in the Museum records and
supplied by Mick along with the scans.
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above
by writing to their address for information on sizes available and
prices etc. Quote the above 'P' Reference Nos with any enquiries to
identify items required. (Steve)
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006WXDUW:DONDURXQG

By Jim Grant
to run some on a regular basis in these pages.
Jim Grant who is Chief Archivist at the Aviation History Museum of
Western Australia (AHMWA) recently sent me a series of photos of
walkarounds that he had done over the years of various AFVs. I'll try
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This first batch is of several preserved M3/M5 Stuarts, mostly the later
models that were used in the light armoured Recce role.
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5$$):LQJPDULWLPHSDWUROLQWKH3HUVLDQ*XOI

By Steve Mackenzie

Since February 2003 the RAAF’s 92 Wing has provided maritime
patrol aircraft in support of Australia’s military commitment to the
Middle East Area of Operations. The Lockheed Orion aircraft and
their aircrews are drawn from 10 and 11 Squadrons RAAF, both
based near Adelaide, while support personnel are drawn from a
range of units across Australia.
The detachment is the second sub-group belonging to the Australian Defence Force’s Joint Task Force 633, and as such is commonly referred to as Task Group 633.2. The detachment flies a
broad range of missions, from overland reconnaissance in Iraq to
maritime patrols in the Persian Gulf and the Arabian Sea, and as
such the members of TG633.2 are flying missions in support of
both Operations Catalyst and Slipper.

Editor's Notes - Photos were downloaded from the ADF Media
Site. If you wish to download the large format photos (up to 3000+
pixels wide & 3.5 Mb files each in their original format) or view the
original captions, they are available on the Media site (per address
below), in 2 batches under the dates of 8 Aug and 8 Sep 2005.
(Steve)
As for some reason the ADF always seems to be very reluctant to
give us full overall views of the Orions in the M.E.A.O, I have included the last two rows of photos of AP-3Cs taken in Australia,
mostly at Darwin during the recent Operation Kakadu VII. Introductory text from ADF Media site.

References: Department of Defence – Media centre - http://
www.defence.gov.au/media/download/2005/sep/index.cfm
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:HUULEHH%5HVWRUDWLRQ
By Alan Yee
In June2005, Alan Yee visited the Werribee B-24 restoration that
has been taking place over quite a few years now. Despite a lot of
setbacks, including at least two major break ins and theft of parts
and equipment, plus an enforced layoff while asbestos in the roof of
the hangar which they were renting was removed, the project is
starting to come to fruition. He took quite a large number of photos,
some of which are being used by the B-24 restoration foundation in
their displays. Some are presented here and more will be in the
next issue.
Info below is from the Wyndham City council site, listed amongst
the links further down.
For the past seven years, a dedicated group of volunteers put in
almost 250,000 hours to restore the plane. Recently, it was dedicated as a memorial to the 20,000 Australians who flew and serviced the aircraft during the war. A fully fitted out B-24 comprises
more than one million parts. When the three original members of
the restoration team met in the empty hangar for the very first time,
they had in their possession just one piece of equipment - a wheel
cap. Around that wheel cap the group have managed to build an
entire aircraft.
The fuselage was discovered in the forest near Moe, Victoria; the
wing was retrieved from the New Guinea highlands; and other parts
have come from around the world. After a worldwide search for
missing parts and the acquisition of those parts, team members
have managed to complete 95% of the project. Restoration has
relied on the generosity of companies, individuals and the 750
members of the B-24 Liberator Memorial Restoration Fund; it has
not been government funded.
For those wishing to visit details are as follows:
Location - The hangar is at the corner of Princes Highway and
Farm Road, Werribee (Melway Ref 205 F10).
Hours of operation - The B-24 hangar is open to the public from
10 am until 3 pm every Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.
Entry Fee : donation of $2 or greater.
Some useful internet addresses regarding this restoration are:
http://www.users.bigpond.com/paulmcc/b24/b24.htm
http://www.oldcmp.net/B24_1.html
http://www.pacificwrecks.com/aircraft/b-24/A72-176.html
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Task Force 72 Meeting on 7th August 2005
A look at large scale Naval modelling with a report from the TF72 meeting from
Mick Elst - yes they are all 1/72 scale working models).
Home Web Site – ‘http://www.Taskforce72.org’
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$FURVVWKHGHVN
In again no particular order, here's a few kits I've built lately

CzechMaster Resin 1/72 Bell Airabonita
Pros - Resin and nicely moulded, little flash, falls together easily with superglue, nice decals included.
Cons - Some of the smaller (Cockpit and gear bay) parts a bit flashed and unless carefully trimmed, will break into thousands of pieces whilst being
trimmed.
Final verdict - Bit pricey (what resin kit isn't ?) but does assemble well into a nice model of the sole Naval version of the Airacobra prototype.

Airfix 1/72 Grumman Duck
Pros - Still a nice kit, despite its age and still the only injection moulded kit of the aircraft. Decals for two colour schemes in box. Assembles easily
and well.
Cons - A few sink holes under the wings to be filled and a bit of flash is about on the smaller parts.
Final verdict - An oldy but still a goody. Yellow stand at float rear is my scratchbuilt contribution.
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Eastern Express 1/72 Blackburn Shark II
Pros - It's the lovely old Frog kit, the only injection moulded Shark around. Serial number given makes it the prototype, which was later modified to
Mk I standard and then served as a Mk II as well. Assembles easily and doesn't need much in the way of rigging.
Cons - Well, the moulds are old and there's a lot of flash on the parts, there's quite a bit of warpage too on the struts and wing p[arts (luckily its not
too much and the parts can be straightened between the fingers. Not much in the way of cockpit detail.
Final Verdict - Well worth getting - its pretty right in outline and scale dimensions, does assemble easily once the flash is trimmed and the warps are

Eastern Express 1/72 Fairey Swordfish
Pros - Again, the old Frog kit - and still one of the best Swordfish kits around (the MPM/Co-Operativa kit is this kit plus some resin and brass). Assembles well straight from the box. Floats and their associated struttery included in the kit as well as 3 colour schemes and decals for same.
Cons - There's a bit of flash on the smaller parts, not much in the way of cockpit details and the floatplane colour scheme on the box side has nothing to do with a float Swordfish - its actually for a conventional undercart equipped aircraft from HMS Glory in 1935 - as I've finished mine.
Final Verdict - Beats the Matchbox and Airfix kits hands down and worth getting !of the cockpit. Rectangular S/Ldr pennant in Air Force and Royal
Blue with 1 Red stripe below the cockpit each side. Spinner painted in White.
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Revell 1/72 Merkava Mk III
Pros - Very well detailed looks the goods when finished. No real problems with assembly as long as time and patience are utilized.
Cons - Seems a bit too complex when looking in the box, but once assembly starts, you'll be amazed how long it DOESN'T take to assemble.
Final Verdict - Well worth getting for those into 72nd armour.

Dragon 1/72 Tiger 1 (Late Type) with Zimmerit
Pros - No need to Zimmerit - its moulded onto the relevant parts. Kit assembles easily and well without problems. Turret is correctly assymetrical
with gun on centreline.
Cons - Tracks are a bit on the tricky side to superglue together - I made a bit of a bish of one (I'll fix it one day) Best superglued down over and
around the wheels, then joined underneath. Gun barrel is underfed (almost woefully so).
Final Verdict - Worth getting, athough there's better about. It does look like a Tiger.

Dragon 1/72 PzKpfw Maus
Pros - Assembles easily and well, nicely detailed and has the new DS-100 tracks (can be stuck together/to model with normal model glues).
Final verdict - Assembles into an impressive beasty, even in this scale. Looks good when finished.

Dragon 1/72 Tiger II (Porsche Turret)
Pros - Assembles fairly easily into a nice enough model.
Cons - Hull is metal and my hull top needed severe lump removal from its undersurfaces with a Dremel tool and cutting disc to get it to sit properly on the lower hull. The tracks are fairly heavy but convincing enough. Should really be zimeritted (wonder if they'll bring it out in their "with zimmerit" range ?).
Final verdict - Nice enough kit, although there's better about.

Roden 1/72 IS-3
Pros - Easily and simply assembled, very little flash and a goodly amount of detail.
Cons - Tracks too long (even for the amount of sag seen in photos of this vehicle and being "laccy band" affairs, they're a right pain to trim down I left them as was and superglued them around the tops of the idler wheels, to get the appearance of sag.
Final Verdict - A nice kit - beats the old Airfix offering hands down !

Roden 1/72 SdKfz 234/1
Pros - Nicely moulded, assembles well separate screen mesh provided in kit for the turret top screens.
Cons - Smaller details a bit tricky to assemble. I personally hate their 2 piece national markings -they're so tiny and thus painful to align properly !
Final Verdict - Nice, cheap and well worth getting !
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Fujimi 1/700 KMS Admiral Graf Spee
Pros - Very nice, sharply moulded and assembles easily and well !
Cons - Some very small parts involved and time needs to be taken in the final assembly stages.
Final Verdict - It's a ripper - I'm now chasing her sisters Deutschland and Admiral Scheer - both available in 700th from Fujimi - stay tuned.

Airfix 1/600 HMS Hood
Pros - Kit is almost perfect for Hood between 1922 and 1928, when she was the pride and "face" of the Royal Navy. Assembles easily and well.
Cons - Showing its age in terms of moulded detail - some sink marks to be dealt with one some of the smaller parts. Ignore calls for green decks
in paint scheme - NO part of Hood's decks was ever any shade of green !
Final Verdict: Still worth getting at under $20 retail. Won't be around again (Airfix have said they have no plans to do any more ship kits once this
lot are sold).

Airfix 1/600 World War 2 Destroyers 4 pack
Pros - Budget priced way of getting these kits. Kits are HMS Cossack (first ever warship kit by Airfix), HMS Campbelltown (enormous conversion
potential for WW1/interwar?WW2 US destroyers) HMS Hotspur and the German Narvik Class.
Cons - Two of the kits included (HMS Cossack and HMS Campbelltown) are showing their age somewhat, The others are still fine.
Final Verdict. Again, it's the only way to get them if you're missing them, they won't be around much longer. I waterlined all of them (a simple task)
and "paint scheme" converted the Campbelltown to the USS Reuben James.
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'RZQ0HPRU\/DQH
I've been lucky enough to catch up with some kits of the older, no longer available brands recently and having built a few of them (kits are meant to
be built, not piled up and gloated over !) here's the results..
There are many out there in the modelling world who would, no doubt, be asking why I wanted these old kits, because there's newer kits of the same
subjects about, with no doubt, far better details, recessed panel lines, etc.
My answer is that I prefer the older kits precisely for their lack of detail, they're quicker to assemble (you're never going to see anything much in the
cockpits through a closed canopy - I never build anything with the canopy open these days)… Similarly, raised panel lines and rivets don't bother me
either, they can always be sanded away if they're big or high enough to cause indigestion. Fact is, no full size aircraft ever had etched or raised
panel lines in the first place !
These old kits lack detail where I don't personally think it counts (cockpits, wheel wells etc;), but are generally pretty right in outline, shape and
scale size. That'll do me, the quicker I can get through the building and onto the painting and finishing, the better I prefer things !
Here's a few of them in no particular order. This is not a review type article, no point in reviewing that which is sadly, long gone from the hobby shop
shelves and is thus no longer generally available. All aircraft are 1/72 scale, all other kits shown with scales listed.

Matchbox 1/76 Sherman Firefly Vc
Finished as box in kit supplied markings.

Matchbox 1/76 A-34 Comet Mk 1
Kit finished as box in kit supplied markings

Arii (Ex Skywave) 1/700 USS Spruance
Kit finished as box in kit supplied insignia.

Skywave/Pit Road 1/700 HMS York
Kit finished as box in kit supplied insignia.

LS 1/72 Mitsubishi Kamikaze Racing Aircraft (Captured the
London/Tokyo air speed record)
Kit finished as box in kit supplied insignia.

Monogram 1/72 EF-111A
Kit finished as box in kit supplied insignia.

Airfix 1/72 P-51D Mustang ("Aces series" boxing)
Kit finished as box in kit supplied insignia.

Lindberg 1/72 Heinkel He 100
Kit finished in spares box markings, following largely unusable kit decals.

Lindberg 1/72 Heinkel He 162
Kit finished as box, using spare Dragon markings to replace kits unusable
decals
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Red Roo Models 1/72 Scale PB2B-2 Conversion
RRR72117
Review by Steve Mackenzie

their fitting to the model, a new twin 0.5" MG to replace the single gun
in the nose turret, plus a new radar pod fairing that fits above the cockpit canopy. The remaining couple of pieces are to do with the conversion to the civil postwar 'Frigate Bird II' and other local civil Cats which
were based on the PB2B-2 airframe. These resin bits are of the highest
quality.

Scale: 1/72nd
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - Thirteen x 4 view colour
pages (very well done), plus decal sheet, resin conversion pieces and 2
plasticard formers.
Price: $44.10
Review Type: First Look.
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Good printing detail
and colour. Very Good instructions.

Instruction sheets - There are thirteen colour pages (very well done),
illustrating all the steps necessary for conversion to both the base military PB2B-2 and also the civil boats with detailed photographs of the
conversion actually in process. in addition there are other things such
as a rigging diagram, detail drawings (new nose turret etc), drawings of
the colour schemes provided for on the decals (5 different aircraft) with
side views and upper/lower wing views to illustrate marking placement
and photos of the actual aircraft involved. In short a complete package
of everything required.

This conversion kit (could be called no less) is designed to enable one
to convert the 1/72 Academy Catalina kit into the later Boeing built
PB2B-2 version with the much enlarged tail surfaces. A number of the
later Catalinas delivered to the RAAF towards the end of WWII were of
this version and there was no easy way to get from A to B previously.

Decal sheet - this is very large (much larger than the usual Red Roo
decal sheet) giving complete markings for four x RAAF PB2B-2 Cats
during WWII plus full markings for the famous civil ''Frigate Bird II'. Extremely well printed as usual with the Red Roo decals, it includes full
markings for all four RAAF boats (Sqn codes and serials) plus a total of
sixteen roundels of several different sizes and styles to cater for the different machines. Note that in my scan below the Sky Blue Sqn codes
do not show up due to being printed on decal paper of virtually the
same colour (believe me they ARE there......). decals are offset printed
in individual waterslide format so no need to cut around the individual
elements.

The Package

Colour Scheme Options

This is an extremely comprehensive and large package of multi media
pieces that go towards making up what you get. The core is 13 resin
conversion pieces - made up of complete new Horizontal and Vertical
tailplanes to replace the kit items plus some small pieces involved with

1) PB2B-2 Catalina A24-362, FJ-V, 11 Sqn RAAF, overall Black with
Sky Blue codes.
2) PB2B-2 Catalina A24-362, OX-V, 43 Sqn RAAF, overall Black with
Sky Blue codes (yes same machine later with 43 Sqn).

Recommendation: Highly recommended for those looking to convert
an Academy 1/72 scale PBY-5 Catalina model (kit no 2123) to this very
different version.
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3) PB2B-2 Catalina A24-307, RB-P, 20 Sqn RAAF, overall Black with
Sky Blue codes.
4) PB2B-2 Catalina A24-385, RAAF, late 1945. 2nd last Cat delivered
to the RAAF, it is painted in the RAF Coastal Command scheme of Extra Dark Sea Grey upper surfaces with the remainder of the airframe in
White. A VERY unusual colour scheme for a RAAF Catalina.
5) PB2B-2 Catalina VH-ASA (formerly A24-385 as per above), 'Frigate
Bird II' of Captain P.G.Taylor. This airframe (which has featured in the
past in Alan Yee's photopage) was overall Aluminium with regos in
Black. Full markings are provided for this scheme.
This package which is rounded out by a couple of small precut plasticard formers (used to align things during the conversion process) cannot be recommended too highly.
As usual with Red Roo products it is of the highest quality and very
comprehensive giving all the parts required to do this conversion.

batics team in late 1955. Enough roundels and only the one set of
'Meteorite' logos are included for one machine, so a choice has to be
made of which one is constructed choosing from the alternative serials
given.
Instruction sheets are very comprehensive giving multi view drawings of
one aircraft (A77-870) with both sides and upper and lower views of the
wings to show the location of the Blue wingtips. There are also two
views (left and right) for the remaining four airframes as they were all
the same except the serial numbers. All of the decals are thin and very
well printed. Detailed application instructions for the decals are also included.
In order to enable the user to get an exact paint match for 'Meteorite
Blue', the colour used as trim on the tail, nose and wingtips, Red Roo
has provided a decal of the correct colour which it is intended to apply
to a piece of scrap plastic and then match your paints to it by experimentation to find the correct mix before applying ot to the model. The
sheet also provides the names of the pilots who were part of the team
although it is only known which ones are attributable to a particular aircraft in two cases (A77-870 & 875).
In addition to the main sheet which I have scanned here, there are two
smaller sheets giving the serials for the remaining four airframes (A77871, 874, 875 & 882), plus three pilot's names and the 'Meteorite Blue'
panel intended to enable matching for the correct colour as per above.
There are a number of kits of the Meteor F.8 in both 1/48th and 1/72nd
scale with promised kits from MPM and Eduard (which I believe is a
joint project) pending not too far down the track. These are highly recommended decals which will produce a stunning looking model.

Red Roo Models Decals
Scales: 1/48th & 1/72nd
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - four x 4 view colour C&M instructions (4 to 8 sides - very well done), plus decal sheet(s).
Price: as listed in text
Review Type: First Look.

RRD4842 - 1/48 scale 3 Squadron RAAF, Mirage IIIO/D, Butterworth

Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Good printing detail
and colour. Very Good instructions.

also available in 1/72 as RRD7244 - $20.00

1971 $20.00

Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in the
enhancement of models of these subjects.

RRD4841 - 1/48 scale Meteorites Aerobatic Team - 75 Sqn RAAF.
late 1953. $20.00
also available in 1/72 as RRD7243 - $20.00

This sheet gives you the markings and serials to do the colour scheme
for any of the Mirage IIIO/D airframes which served with 3 Sqn RAAF at
Butterworth, Malaysia in 1971. As is usual enough tail flashes, roundels, ejection warning markings, no step markings etc are included for
one machine, so a choice has to be made of which one is constructed.

This sheet gives you the markings and serials to do the colour scheme
for any of five Meteor F.8s used by the 75 Sqn RAAF Meteorites Aero-
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As is usual with the Red Roo standard of product, the instruction sheets
(4 pages) are very comprehensive giving 4 view drawings of A3-80 in
the original two tone wraparound scheme that was known as the 'lizard
scheme', and A3-86 which was one of the few 3 Sqn aircraft to retain

the lizard tail flash when repainted in the new three tone camouflage
scheme upon it's introduction in 1971. In addition there are two views
(left and right) provided for A3-93 and A3-100 in the original two tone
wraparound scheme. Although not illustrated on the instruction sheet,
the serial is also provided for A3-107 which was the two seat Mirage
IIID which belonged to 3 Sqn at the time that this version of their tail
flashes was used.

This sheet gives you the markings and serials to do the colour scheme
for one current airframe, CAC CA-18 Mustang Mk.21, VH-AUB, ex A68107. The last set in the Red Roo 'warbirds' series that was issued
(AW48002), covered the same machine in it's previous Post Office Box
Red scheme with White VH-AUB regos. However that scheme was a
few years ago now, the current military scheme dates from it's overhaul
in 2001.

This set of decals is for the original 3 Sqn style of tail flashes consisting of a Gray frilled neck lizard (and Orange No.3), superimposed on
the common Mirage triangular flash in the colours of Orange and Black.
One point that should be noted is that the hue of Orange originally used
was a deep 'Jaffa' colour. This is known to have been superceded by a
lighter hue of Orange during the period when the centre disk was replaced by the more well known 'fleur de lis' and grenade insignia from
early 1973 onwards. Although the colour used matches that on the
drawing of A3-86 on pages 70/71 of the new Mirage book from Darren
Mottram and Paul Mason, most photos show that the darker 'Jaffa' colour was mostly used with the earlier 'lizard flashes'. If this concerns
you, it is recommended to study the photos in the book, to identify a
machine that used the lighter colour combined with the 'lizard' style of
unit flashes and model that serial number.

The instruction sheet is one A4 page (2 sides) and as usual is very
comprehensive giving multi view drawings of VH-AUB with both sides
and upper and lower views to show the location of the VH-AUB rego
under the wings and the wing roundel locations. The other side of the
sheet gives detailed application instructions for the decals and the
changes that this aircraft has from the standard CA-18 (deletion of
cockpit armour plate etc). Airframe and cockpit colours are also illustrated along with FS equivalents.

Detailed application instructions for the decals are also included. The
instruction sheet also supplies a guide to the colours required by the
aircraft depicted. This quotes the colours to either BS or FS standards.
All of the necessary safety data stencils and other markings, along with
a full set of serial number digits are supplied to enable you to model airframes other than those listed in the 2nd paragraph above. The numbers are provided in both the correct White (not Grey as claimed in a
review at AMI) as well Black.
These are again highly recommended decals which will produce a fantastic looking model in either 1/72 or 1/48 scale, at the moment however they are not available in 1/32 to use on the Revell model.

One point to note is the exact type of roundels used on this restoration.
Officially once the RAAF changed from the wartime Blue/White roundels to the peacetime Red/White /Blue, they should have adopted 'D'
type roundels where the Red centre is 1/3 of the outer roundel diameter. CAC produced Mustangs DID normally carry this type when in service. However the U.S built P-51D/K versions that had originally appeared with the wartime roundels usually were painted with the prewar
'A' type which has a smaller Red centre 'dot' of 1/4 of the outer diameter, when they were converted (particularly in Japan).
The photo that is provided on the instruction sheet shows the restored
VH-AUB carrying the correct 'D' style roundel for a CAC Mustang. The
decal sheet however has 'A' style roundels with the smaller Red centre.
I would have said Red Roo had made an error, except that a quick scan
of Alan Yee's photopage in this issue DOES have a photo of VH-AUB
with said 'A' style roundels. So the decals ARE correct for the airframe
at one stage in it's life, but the instructions have confused things for the
average modeller by showing a different scheme. Another point mentioned by David Harvey in his review of this sheet at AMI is that the
roundels seem a darker shade of blue in photos than that on the decal
sheet. This is possibly due to printing limitations due to the limited
range of colours available in printer's inks on many occasions. If it
bother's you it will be necessary to replace the roundels.
As usual with Red Roo products most recommended.

These items are available from Red Roo Models

AW48003 - 1/48 scale CAC CA-18 Mustang Mk.21, VH-AUB, ex A68-

Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au

107, Sept 2001 $20.00
Website: www.redroomodels.com
also available in 1/72 as AW72003 - $20.00

Address: Red Roo Models
P.O Box 113
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150
Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies!

All Red Roo reviews above by Steve Mackenzie
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High Planes Models 1/72 Falklands Dagger 1
Steve at High Planes has surely produced more Mirage variants than dear old Marcel !! This latest offering is the IAI Dagger (a modified Isreali Nesher) operated by the Argentines in the early 1980s (anyone confused by the multiplicity of Mirage variants should consult Histoire & Collections
'Mirage III - from 1955 to 2000" for a brief explanation).
Moulded in HPM's usual light blue plastic, the kit consists of a standard Mirage IIIE with the modifications in resin. Surface detail is by way of very
fine engraved lines and two crystal clear vacform canopies are supplied. As with all short-run kits some preparation is required and modellers should
follow the instructions, particularly with construction of the wings.
Resin components are now supplied for the nosewheel bay, air intakes, wheels, cockpit tub and instrument panel, air intakes, dorsal fin, nose and
tailpipe. White metal components are provided for the undercarraige and ejection seat and etched brass for the external aerials (mastered by
APMA's Lindsay Charman).
Decals are provided for three aircraft - C-420/430/432, all in the light green/dark green/tan uppersurfaces with light grey lowersurfaces scheme used
during the Falklands (Malvinas) War by Grupo 6 de Caza, with the decals up to High Planes usual high standards.
This kit should please any modeller interested in the Mirage, and/or small air forces and all 'unreconstructed pommie imperialists' - one of the later
remarking that the kit only lacked a Rapier Battery. Recommended.

High Planes Decals - RAAF Mirage IIIO, 2 OCU RAAF. - in 1/72, 1/48 and 1/32 scales.
Just released from High Planes are Mirage markings for 2 OCU. The aircraft involved are:
(1) A3-48 in the Silver lacquer scheme,
(2) A3-7 in an experimental FS 35237 Blue/ FS 26440 Light Gull Grey scheme,
(3) A3-49 in the standard Dark Sea Grey/ dark Green/ Light Gull Grey scheme,
(4) A3-42 in an FS 30219 Tan/ Dark Green/ Light Gull Grey scheme during 'Pitch Black 84'.
The decals are perfectly printed and commendedly thin and include complete stencelling. The 1/72 sheet allows two aircraft to be built and the 1/48
and 1/32 one each.

Recommended.
Thanks to High Planes for the review samples.
Reviews by Ley Reynolds

AML Decals #72009 - Hurricane in the USSR Pt.1
AML from the Czech Republic have been doing a range of specialist decals for quite a few years (they also do a range of short run kits which are
usually very good - right up with the latest MPM/SH stuff, but tend to be difficult to get in this part of the world and sell out very quickly). The decals
however tend to be a bit easier to get hold of (including from our own Ley Reynolds - see the address at the end). </P>
A full list of their products can be found on their website at 'http://www.aml.cz'. This is one of their older sheets from 2001 and is the first of a 2 part
set on the Hawker Hurricane in Russian service. A total of four colour schemes are present including the strange (possibly one off) conversion to a 2
seater with rear gunner position. This is not a joke as I have seen the photo. A small resin part is included for the gun but you would probably be better off finding a plastic replacement from the spares box as removing it from it's resin flash would be more trouble than it's worth.
These decals are well printed, being thin but not translucent which is the norm with quality decals these days. Colours are within quite acceptable
boundaries for the originals they are representing.

Conclusions
For those interested in the subjects AML decals are recommended as they cover some unusual subjects and are quite reasonable in price compared to some other manufacturers. This sheet is also available in 1/48th (see the AML site as per above).
Recommended to all interested parties.
These AML decals are available from Ley Reynolds at Platypus Productions
Address:
P.O Box 13,
Glenbrook
NSW, 2773
or at IPMS club meetings.
Review sample courtesy of Ley Reynolds at Platypus Productions

Review by Steve Mackenzie
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IPMS NSW Publication Review
Airlines and Aircraft of the Ansett Group - 1921 to 2002.
Author - Fred Niven
Slowly people are starting to realise that electronic publishing via CD (or even DVD) in HTML or PDF form is the way of the future, rather than relying on outmoded printed books which take up a lot of room, have much more limitations on what can be included, cost a lot more and in the long
run the only people who get rich are the publishers.
This is an extremely comprehensive History of Ansett and it's predecessors (including all the different airlines that were brought out and merged
into the Ansett identity over the years) by Fred Niven who worked for Ansett over 37 years, including time spent as the unofficial company aviation
historian. The CD is presented as a large series of PDFs (the necessary viewers are on the CD for those who require them) and is dual PC/ Mac
compatible.
The 1,800-plus A4 pages (contained within the PDFs) include :
* The details of each aircraft operated by any Ansett-related airline 1921-2002; including their previous & subsequent histories, up to May 2004, by
registration & airline.
* Over 3,500 photos of Ansett-related aircraft & personalities, since 1921.
* A detailed history for each airline, including its fleet, history, points served & logos.
* 'Milestones' of Ansett Group airline-related aviation events; by airline & for the group.
* Route-maps, timetable covers & other memorabilia & some 'What might have beens'.
* Flight Crew Lists for all Ansett Group airlines 1921-2002.
* Separate sections on A320s, BAe 146s, 727s, 737s, 747s, 767s, Convair CV-340/CV-440s, Fokker F.27s, F.28s & 50s, DC-2s, DC-3s, DC-4s,
DC-5s, DC-6 & DC-6Bs, DC-9s, Lockheed 188 Electras & Vickers Viscounts; including 1000s of photos.
* Details of all known Ansett Group-related aircraft accidents/incidents.
The above list of contents is from the website maintained at 'http://www.kmedia-server.com/fred-cd-rom'. What is mentioned only in passing there,
is that there is a PDF for each block of registrations involved with the history of Ansett and it's predecessors (e.g VH-MAx - VH-MXx), giving a detailed history of each airframe operated by the Ansett Group and quite a few more photos, including many for the older types not mentioned above
going back to 1921. This was of particular use when I was preparing the MMA and Mandated Airlines Dove drawings for this issue, as there were a
number of useful reference photos which were of great assistance.
The cost of the CD is $AU30 + $2.00 P&P for Australian orders.
Please post money orders/cheques, made out to Fred Niven, or cash, to:
Fred Niven
27 Alfred Grove
Oakleigh East, Vic,
Australia 3166
Phone/FAX : (03) 9544-3388
E-Mail : fniven@bigpond.net.au
This CD is Highly recommended to anyone who has even the slightest interest in the subject of Airlines and Aircraft of the Ansett Group - 1921 to
2002.
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Display Models Sep 2005
Meetings
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this
publication does not have all the photos comprising the
models from the Sep 2005 meetings which are on the Electronic (CD) version. This sample is all I can fit in here.
There are further photos by Gary Wickham which he has
taken at each meeting on the Club's website at 'www.
ipmsnsw.org'.

.
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